Molecular and serologic analysis in the transmission of the GB hepatitis agents.
Two flavivirus-like genomes have recently been cloned from infectious tamarin (Saguinus labiatus) serum, derived from the human viral hepatitis GB strain, which is known to induce hepatitis in tamarins. In order to study the natural history of GB infections, further transmission studies were carried out in tamarins. Reverse-transcription-polymerase chain reaction and enzyme-linked immunosorbant assays were developed for the detection of RNA and antibodies associated with the two agents, GB virus-A and GB virus-B. The infectivity of both of these agents was demonstrated in tamarins to be filterable through a 0.1 micron filter. Two distinct genomes were identified in the serum of eight of the infected tamarins, while in four tamarins, the genomes were detected independently of each other. Although specific antibodies to the GB virus-B epitopes were detected in the serum of animals inoculated with both agents or GB virus-B alone, antibodies to putative epitopes specific to GB virus-A were not detected in any of the animals. All tamarins inoculated with serum containing GB virus-B exhibited an elevation in liver enzyme levels after inoculation. Elevations of serum liver enzyme levels did not occur when GB virus-A was the only agent detected in the serum. Infection with the original infectious tamarin inoculum conferred protection from reinfection with GB virus-B but not with GB virus-A.